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Design Ventura 2021-22
Product Notes
For attendees at CPD events, we provide a small selection of Design Museum
shop products as resources to support classroom teaching. If you would like to
create your own, most of these items can be found at the Design Museum Shop.
The following notes are to support classroom activities. The products have been
selected as examples of existing shop stock that fit within the constraints of the
brief. This means that they cost around £15, or less, relate to one of the
specified target audiences, and/or have sustainable/accessible/educational
design credentials.
The intention behind these products is to provide further insight into the kinds of
products sold in the Design Museum Shop and offer inspiration and practical
ideas to inform your teams’ responses to the brief, from a design and a business
perspective.
The products could be used as part of a product analysis exercise or could just be
kept on hand as reference as your students develop ideas.

Questions:
Encourage your students to explore the products fully, asking:
What is the intended target audience?
What is the USP (unique selling point)?
Why do you think it is sold in the Design Museum Shop?
Does it fit with other products sold in the shop?
Think about the quality and feel of the product, how well it works
ergonomically and practically?
What materials have been used?
What manufacturing processes have been used?
Is it a sustainable product and why? Could it be more sustainable?
Is It an accessible product and why? Could It be more accessible?
Is It an education product and how does it aim to educate?
What is the price and what in the design adds to its value?
Analyse the packaging or lack of packaging, could it be improved in terms of
material, design, sustainability or storytelling?
Is the branding effective?
Does this product improve everyday life? How?
Are any of the products a rethink of an existing design? How have they changed
the deisgn from the original?
How does the product compare with other similar products on the market?

Activities:
1. Choose a product and one or two of the questions above and get the students
to discuss the questions in their teams. Invite students to share their answers
with the rest of the class.
2. Challenge students to redesign one or more of the products to change or
improve them (e.g. change the target audience, make more sustainable, improve
accessibility, improve packaging etc.)
3. Reflect on the products through a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats) analysis or against the Design Ventura brief.
4. Analyse the look and feel of all the products in terms of packaging and
branding. What are the similarities? What do they tell you about what the Design
Museum Shop looks for in its products?
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If you attend our online CPD, you will receive a selection of the products below
from the Design Museum Shop to support classroom learning. (Please note that
these products may change depending on stock availability.)

Phone Detox
Materials: Organic chocolate and cardboard toy
Retail Price: £8.00
Useful links: Design Museum Shop
Phone Detox is a tool to help spend less time on
our phones. This palm-sized book filled with
insights, ideas and meditations about the
complex relationship we have with our phones
Ladybird Seed Pack
Materials: Paper Clay
Retail Price: £3.00
Useful links: Design Museum Shop
A ladybird style seed pack including a fortune
inside that flowers. Pull the string on the bottom of
the pack to release it. The fortune's paper is
embedded with flower seeds. Made from paper
clay, a non-toxic and biodegradable!
Cotton Soap Saved
Materials: 100% Organic Cotton
Retail Price: £6.00
Useful Links: Design Museum Shop
Put your soap or soap scraps inside this handy
little pouch. Environmentally friendly, plastic free,
biodegradable, exfoliating, prevention of wasted
soap scraps and now
have a handy hanging loop for drying

Use these products in the classroom to compliment online/in person research of
products sold in the Design Museum Shop. Other products that may be of
interest include:
My Fork Whittling Kit £17
Bambino Bowl £8.50
Tough None Sponge £5
FixIt Sticks £3
Lingo Cards £6
Coffee Scrub £18

